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Headline News



Political parties welcome Mapisa-Nqakula's resignation, DA wants urgent election of new Speaker 
 
By: Thabi Shomolekae     Updated 2 hours 4 minutes ago
Opposition parties have welcomed the resignation of National Assembly Speaker Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula, with the Democratic Alliance (DA) calling... → 
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National Assembly Speaker Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula
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Kenyan private sector activity slows in March, PMI shows
 
By:  Reuters     Updated 2 hours 47 minutes ago
Kenya's private sector activity contracted slightly in March, hurt by cashflow problems at some businesses, a business survey showed on Thursday.... → 
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DA calls on Ramaphosa to hand over full cadre deployment records after winning court case [image: ]
 
By: Thabi Shomolekae     3rd April 2024
The Democratic Alliance (DA) has called on President Cyril Ramaphosa to hand over all of his personal emails, WhatsApp’s and other communication... → 
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ActionSA promises to investigate Ramaphosa, Mashatile if it takes office
 







Corruption Watch reaffirms commitment to fight corruption
 







South Africa coal-plant closure delays risk thousands of deaths
 







Zimbabwe declares drought a disaster, joining Malawi and Zambia
 







South African policymakers discussing lower inflation target – Kganyago [image: ]
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Global south: moving off the menu and to the table?
 
Updated 1 hour 53 minutes ago
The global south is a term that elicits much debate and discussion. Is it appropriate? Is it relevant? Is it offensive? These were questions a... → 
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El Niño disasters: governments know what’s coming, but are unprepared – what must change
 
3rd April 2024
Drought disasters in southern Africa are mainly attributed to a lack of preparedness, inadequate response and mitigation and poor risk reduction... → 
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South Africa’s laws aren’t geared to protecting against climate change: judges are trying to fill the gap
 
3rd April 2024
South Africa has plenty of environmental laws but none that specifically oblige government officials to consider the risks and impacts of climate... → 
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Fair, victim-centred trials are key to transitional justice in Ethiopia
 
3rd April 2024
The draft criminal procedure and evidence code must be approved to ensure the legitimacy of trials in the transitional justice process. Criminal... → 
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An oath to uphold Human Rights – A manifesto for South African political parties and candidates
 
3rd April 2024
It is crucial for political parties and candidates contesting elections to commit to ensure that the human rights of all are upheld ahead of and... → 
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Putting the 'just' in Just Energy Transition Partnerships: What role for the multilateral development banks?
 
3rd April 2024
Amidst the excitement surrounding country platforms like Just Energy Transition Partnerships, one question remains largely unanswered: what does... → 
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Beyond accountability as feedback: Lessons from Somalia in holding humanitarian responses to account
 
3rd April 2024
‘Accountability to affected people’, as it is currently most commonly understood, focuses on providing channels for feedback and relatively... → 
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One size won't fit all: Designing country platforms for different political contexts
 
3rd April 2024
Just Energy Transition Partnerships (JETPs) in South Africa, Viet Nam, Indonesia and Senegal provide promising examples of how climate-related... → 
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Statements



DA calls on MEC to intervene as eThekwini budget process turns shambolic
 
Updated 7 minutes ago
The DA calls on KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) CoGTA MEC, Bongiwe Sithole-Moloi, to urgently intervene as budget processes within the ANC-run eThekwini Metro... → 
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Labour Party hopeful ahead of court hearing 
 
Updated 9 minutes ago
The Labour Party has received a directive from the Secretary of the Supreme Court of Appeal that its application will be heard with similar... → 
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SACP welcomes the resignation of the National Assembly Speaker
 
Updated 30 minutes ago
The South African Communist Party (SACP) welcomes the statement of resignation by the Speaker of the National Assembly, Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula, on... → 
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Resignation of the Speaker of the National Assembly 
 
Updated 32 minutes ago
Parliament confirms the resignation of the Speaker of the National Assembly, Ms Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula, from her positions as both the Speaker of... → 
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SARS Commissioner vs Tax Practitioners: “Do your due diligence”.
 
3rd April 2024
During the April 2024 SARS Revenue Results Announcement Media Conference, the SARS Commissioner brought to light concerning observations regarding... → 
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Looking inward: Anticipated legal developments on institutional integrity
 
2nd April 2024
To combat corruption, government has enacted and plans to enact further legislative reforms. These reforms bolster accountability, impose stricter... → 
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Partnership between the FSCA and B-BBEE Commission in pursuit of transformation in the financial sector
 
2nd April 2024
On 5 March 2024, the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) announced a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Department of Trade, Industry... → 
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Employers must learn to walk the Labour Law tightrope
 
2nd April 2024
Section 23(1) of the Constitution of South Africa provides that “Everyone has the right to fair labour practices.” This would mean that both... → 
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Soul of a Nation: A Quest for the Rebirth of South Africa's True Values – Oyama Mabandla 
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ActionSA leader Herman Mashaba unpacks the party's 2024 election manifesto
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Magazine round up | 29 March 2024
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Webinar - ESG Africa Conference
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Should MPs who don’t return to Parliament after SA’s May 29 election be entitled to 12 free domestic flights per year for five years?
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SA: Blade Nzimande: Address by Minister of Higher Education, Science and Innovation, on...
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DA: John Steenhuisen: Address by DA leader, during an address to the Cape Town Press Club...
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SA: Alan Winde: Address by Western Cape Premier, budget vote speech for the Department of the...
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Legislation



White Paper on Citizenship, Immigration and Refugee Protection: Towards a Complete Overhaul of the Migration System in South Africa: Extension of deadline for comments G. 49976GoN 4240- Comment by 31 Jan 2024
 [G. 49976GoN 4240]
 





National Heritage Resources Act: National Thematic Framework for Heritage Resource Management: Comments invited G. 49968BN 540- Comment by 01 Mar 2024
 [G. 49968BN 540]
 







International Trade Administration Act: Rebate item 460.11/00.00/01.00 - rebate of duty on used overcoats; interim guidelines, rules and conditions; application for permit for rebate of duty on used overcoats: Applications invited G. 49968GeN 2268- Commen
 [G. 49968GeN 2268]
 





National Electronic Media Institute of South Africa Board: Nominations invited G. 49968GeN 2267- Comment by 31 Jan 2024
 [G. 49968GeN 2267]
 







Auditing Profession Act: Maximum monetary fines: Withdrawal: Comments invited G. 49968GoN 4234- Comment by 04 Feb 2024
 [G. 49968GoN 4234]
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Solidarity v Minister of Health and Others (033367/2022) [2024] ZAGPPHC 156
 High Courts
 





Democratic Alliance v African National Congress and Others (31418/2022) [2024] ZAGPPHC 114 
 High Courts
 







Schrieber, DA vs ANC
 High Courts
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